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C.  VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL CONTROL

Tides and Water Levels

Port Instructions define eight tide zones within the  project area.   The tide corrector values
referenced to the primary tide station at Seattle, WA (944-7130) are provided in the zoning file
“N411NRT32000CORP” which is included on the project CD.

Preliminary, six-minute real tides recorded at this station were downloaded from the NOAA,
NOS, CO_OPS web site (http://www.opsd.nos.noaa. gov/cgi-bin/prelimqry.pl).  With HPTools,
the tides were imported into HPS Tide Table 1.  Zone Utilities computed the appropriate zone for
each sounding; time and height adjustments were computed; and corrected tides were applied to
sounding data.

No tide station downtime was experienced during the times of hydrography.6

Horizontal Datum

The horizontal control datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83).  

Position Control

Differential GPS (DGPS) provided hydrographic position control throughout this survey. The 
U.S. Coast Guard beacon at Whidbey Island (302kHz) was used. 

For ENC data collection, differential correctors were provided by Racal Landstar via the Trimble
receiver.

Velocity of Sound
Three velocity casts were conducted for the project as shown in the table below.

Cast No/Day Latitude/Longitude Depth(m) Location

1 / 231 47� 35' 36"N  / 122� 22' 42"W 89.2 Port of Seattle

2 / 249 47� 36' 08"N  / 122� 29' 31"W 40.8 Eagle Harbor

3 / 292 47� 35' 19"N  / 122� 22' 15"W 54.1 Port of Seattle

Corrections for speed of sound through the water column were computed from data obtained
with a Seacat conductivity, temperature and depth recorder.  Sea-Bird Electronics Model SBE-
19, S/N 0220, was used for cast No.1, and S/N 1892 was used for cast Nos. 2 and 3.  NOAA  
VELOCWIN software was used to initialize the recorder as well as to process all casts. 

Appendix E 7contains calibration reports for Seacat instruments S/N 1892 and S/N 0220.


